
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 4 

Date 09/10/2020 

 

WRITE: 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

Write 

Q. Attempt the pdf and write an 

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Practice sheet-15 

Write: Question / Anwers 

Answer the Following Questions. 

Q1.Why has the poet called the week days an 'unkind lot'? 

Q2.What matter did Akbar understand? 

Q3.What was Teena doing instead of her grammer work? 

Q4.What was greatest tragedy of Marie's life? 

Q5.Which three countries had Pippi been to? 

Q6.What did Peter find in his room when he was crying? 

Q7.Why did Sklodowska family study together? 

Q8.Why was the barber envious of Birbal? 

Q9.What was unusual  about Pippi's morning walk? 

Q10.Why Teena's friend Deepa annoyed with her? 

 

Write Meaning of the Following. 

a)Snickered      b)Groaned 

c) Precisely      d)Gritting 

e) Groggily 

 

. 

MATHS 

Chapter 6 Factors and Multiples 



 

definition Tests of divisibility by 2,3,5 and 6. 

 

Exercise-23 

 

Q3 part a, c, e,f. 

Q4  part a,c,e,f. 

Q5 part a, c, e, f. 

Do in c.w register. 

******** 

Video- Chapter 6 Factors and Multiples part- 13 (Tests of divisibility by 6 and 9) 

********* 

SCIENCE 

(Revision Lesson 4 where animals live-Question Adaptation ) 

Write-. 

1- What is hibernation?  

2 How does a puffer fu is protect itself?  

3 What are some adaptive features of a camel?  

(in register) 

 

**** 

(Video - Class 4  

Lesson 4 all videos ) 

**** 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

Ch : 8 Water Resources  

Write :  

Q 1 . Why do we need water ? 

Q 2. Why are some dams called multipurpose projects?  

Q 3 Define ' hydroelectricity '. 



****** 

Video : all parts of water resource 

****** 

 

 COMPUTER                                                

* Revision* 

Chapter 2 

MS WINDOWS 7 

write :- 

Q1: What do you mean by taskbar?  

Q2: What is screen saver?  

 

********* 

Video - MS WINDOWS 7- All sessions 

*********              

 

               

Assignment -11 

    ८                

 

(1)       ग     - 

१-         ___              ग     ग       

२-               .        __ औ      _                      

३-             __            

 

(2)    / ग   

१-                    

२-                      .                         ग       

३-   .                                 



 

(3) ए                  - 

१-                             ? 

२-                       ए गए   ? 

******** 

      _ ए              

******** 

 

LEARN 

LANG: all kinds of pronouns with example                                                                       

LIT: Written  work 

 

MATHS- definition  

 

SCIENCE: written work 

 

SST:  written work and all exercises of book 

                                                                                                                                      

COMP: written work 

        

      :                     


